**FBM95**  
**Desert Racer - Blue**  
**Power Wheels Advanced**

- **Age Range:** 3 and up  
- **Weight Limit:** 130 lbs  
- **Surfaces:** Monster Traction  
- **Speed:** 5 MPH Forward  
- **2.5 Forward/Reverse**  
- **Colors:** Blue, Black, Black/Blue Wheels  
- **Intro:** 2016  
- **Suggested Retail:** $241.50  
- **Box Dimensions:** 29.374"L x 18.25"W x 50.63"H  
- **Warranty:** One Year Vehicle Six Months Battery

*Bold and underlined parts are to be purchased and installed by Service Centers only. These items may not be sold directly to consumers by Service Centers or Fisher-Price.*

*When repairing parts for warranty, please refer to Additional Labor Rates under Reference Material on the B2B*